XF SEDAN

E N TE R
sw i p e to i n te ra c t

“ D RAMATIC PR OP OR T IONS , FLU ID IT Y O F L I N E ,
A N D AN ASSER TIV E STANCE AR E T R U E JAG UA R
D E SIG N VALU ES.”
“XF’s compelling exterior changes enhance the vehicle’s sporting profile and
exterior detailing, whilst its all-new interior provides a sophisticated, crafted,
contemporary experience. The latest technologies help keep you safe,
connected, informed and entertained.”

ADAM HATTON
EXTERIOR DESIGN DIRECTOR
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AS B A L A N CED
AS I T I S B E AUTI F UL
Strong, progressive shoulder lines. A wider front profile.
Distinctive all-new aerodynamically optimized front bumper.
New air intakes, foil-tipped grille and striking double
‘J’ blade headlights. It’s clear that XF has been designed
like no other. And is composed like no other.

Vehicles shown are from the Jaguar global range. Specifications, options and availability
may vary between markets and should be verified with your local Jaguar Retailer.
Features and their availability may differ by vehicle specification and market.
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YOU CA N TELL IT’S AN X F, E V E N IN T H E DA R K .
The XF sleek, low profile headlights are a Jaguar signature. Up close, you’ll notice the
intricate, laser-etched monogram detailing. From a distance, the illuminated double ‘J’
blades add to the vehicle’s undoubted presence. Even in the darkest of nights.
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N O O RDI NARY LO O KS .
N O O RDI NARY CAR.
There’s real purpose in the XF design. The new
air intakes and mesh grille add greatly to its
poise and presence. Its power vents continue
that, featuring embossed Jaguar leapers,
a nod to our heritage. The overall impression
is a design that delights and one that never
fails to leave behind the ordinary.
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N E W D E TAILS HELP D E FINE NE W X F
XF is just as beautiful from behind as it is from every other angle. A new aerodynamically
optimized bumper and signature LED tail lights wrap around its corners, emphasizing the
powerful shoulder line that runs beneath the rear windows.
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“ S I G N ATU R E P I ECES O F
C R A F TS M A N S H I P REI MAG I NE
O U R JAG UA R VALUES .”
“Inside, the all-new XF beholds a truly eye‑opening
transformation. An interior epitomizing a new luxury,
fresh contemporary design and the very latest in
connected technology. Tactile driver controls reaffirm our
performance DNA while signature pieces of craftsmanship
reimagine our Jaguar values in a modern context.
Jaguar is proudly back where we belong –
beautiful interiors, lovingly crafted.”

ALISTER WHELAN
INTERIOR DESIGN DIRECTOR
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WE LCO ME TO A SOP H IST ICAT E D NE W WORL D. YO U R S .
Inside XF, you’re presented with an entirely new experience that is quite simply
breathtaking. The harmonious interior contours flow effortlessly around the space.
New seats, sumptuous materials, attention to such details as the leather-wrapped
center console and instrument panel set the tone. You’re in a truly refined,
welcoming and contemporary space. Just step inside. Settle in. And simply relax.
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WHAT SETS IT APART ? E V E RY T H ING.
Within the XF driver-focused cabin, every millimeter enhances the XF premium
aesthetic where functionality, beauty and tactile materials are evident throughout.
Metallic interior finishers and the all‑new drive selector, with baseball stitching,
add to the undoubted allure.

Then there’s the technology. Sitting harmoniously in the fascia, a curved
11.4" high‑definition Touchscreen, together with Head-up Display1*, not only
looks superb, but also adds immensely to the drive.

1Optional feature, model dependent. Navigation directions on the windshield only appear when Pivi Pro is fitted to the vehicle.
*These systems are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and attention and will not function under all circumstances,
speeds, weather and road conditions, etc. Driver should not assume that these features will correct errors of judgment in driving.
Please consult the owner’s manual or your local authorized Jaguar Retailer for more details.
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A F TE R W E F I NESS E TH E DETAI L S ,
W E F I N E SSE TH E DETAI L S .
Taking inspiration from our past, our signature monogram
pattern shapes the luxurious perforated fabric on the front
seats, as well as being etched into the digital rotary dials on
the center console. It’s an instantly recognizable, bespoke
level of craft that can only be found in a Jaguar vehicle.
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SE TTL E BACK. YOU ’R E IN A WOR LD OF YOU R OW N .
The XF has flowing contours that are crafted in your choice of premium materials,
then finished in a lighter, richer tone or a darker, contrasting palette, depending on
how you wish to accentuate the interior.An embossed Jaguar leaper adds a lavish
touch to the headrests, while massage seating* and the glow of the ambient lighting
indulge you with a sense of calm.
*Optional feature, model dependent.
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P OW E R A N D P O I S E . P E R F E C T LY B AL ANCED.
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T H RE E THR ILLING DRIV E S
F RO M O NE THR ILLIN G CAR
XF has several modes to choose from: Sport, Dynamic and
Rain, Ice, Snow. The latter is the ideal configuration for bad
weather due to its torque delivery control. Sport delivers
higher revs and delayed shifts, while Dynamic Mode
elevates performance, and readies you for an all-round more
engaging drive*. Selecting this mode also engulfs the cabin
with a theatrical red glow from the ambient lighting.

*These features are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and attention and
will not function under all circumstances, speeds, weather and road conditions, etc.
Driver should not assume that these features will correct errors of judgment in driving.
Please consult the owner’s manual or your local authorized Jaguar Retailer for more details.
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PE RF E CT FOR DR IVING IN T H E R E AL WOR L D
Adaptive Dynamics1 modifies the XF response to match the conditions and your
driving style. It does this by rapidly analyzing acceleration*, cornering, braking,
and body movement, to then adjust the suspension damper settings to the
most optimal balance between comfort and control. So the drive stays true,
wherever the road takes you.
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1Optional feature, model dependent. Requires fitment of additional features.
*Always follow local speed limits.
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

CHASSIS DYNAMICS
Fig 1. Understeer is kept to an
absolute minimum.

Fig. 3

Fig 2. Power is sustained to maintain
constant speed of outer driven wheels.
Fig 3. Torque Vectoring applies brake
pressure to slow the inside front and
inside rear wheels independently.

P E R F E C T F O R L I F E ’S TW I STS AND TURNS
When you enter a tight, challenging bend, the XF Torque Vectoring
by Braking makes the difference. It uses the braking system to
adjust the delivery of power to each of the rear wheels, boosting the
vehicle’s handling. Together with Dynamic Stability Control, it corrects
understeer when cornering and helps ensure that your vehicle precisely
follows your chosen path. Even in challenging weather conditions*.
*These systems are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and attention and will not function under all circumstances,
speeds, weather and road conditions, etc. Driver should not assume that these features will correct errors of judgment in driving.
Please consult the owner’s manual or your local authorized Jaguar Retailer for more details.
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A L L-WHEEL, ALL-WE AT H E R .
Jaguar All Wheel Drive (AWD) with Intelligent Driveline Dynamics
is unique among All Wheel Drive systems, because it is predictive.
It will help detect a slippery surface before you do. If it thinks that
you’re about to lose grip, it shifts the torque to the wheels that
have better traction to maintain control and composure. It’s ideal on
wet or muddy roads and at keeping you moving in snowy conditions*.
*These systems are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and attention and will not function under all circumstances,
speeds, weather and road conditions, etc. Driver should not assume that these features will correct errors of judgment in driving.
Please consult the owner’s manual or your local authorized Jaguar Retailer for more details.
Driver supervised by experts on a closed course.
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A FULLY
CONNECTED
JOURNEY
S I M P L I C I T Y AS STA NDARD
No more endless menus. No more fidgety commands. Pivi*, the new
impressive and seamless in-car infotainment system, enables you to
do 80 percent of your usual tasks with just one or two taps. All on the
home screen. Engineered around a smartphone-like interface, it features
an intuitive 11.4" Touchscreen that allows you to go right to what’s needed,
when you need it. Plus, you can even connect your smartphone and enjoy
your favorite compatible apps**.

*Do not use Jaguar InControl® or Pivi Pro features under conditions that will affect your safety or safety of others.
Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control. Jaguar InControl has a number of purchasing options
that are available. As we systematically roll out the Jaguar InControl suite of products, specific features, options and
its availability remain market dependent. Certain Pivi Pro features use an embedded SIM card, may require a data
plan with separate terms and conditions, and an additional subscription after an initial term. Mobile connectivity
cannot be guaranteed in all locations. The Jaguar InControl Apps™ and Jaguar Remote™ smartphone apps will
work with Android™ devices from version 4.1 and Apple® devices from iOS V7.0 and must be downloaded from
the Apple App Store or Google Play Store. Please see your local authorized Jaguar Retailer for more details.
**Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control. Do not operate, adjust or view the navigation or
multimedia systems under conditions that will affect your safety or the safety of others. The Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto user interfaces are products of Apple or Google and their terms and privacy statements apply.
The interfaces require compatible iPhone or Android smartphone and message and data usage rates apply.
Apple CarPlay is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. Android and Android Auto are trademarks of Google Inc.
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PRE MIUM FU NCTIONALIT Y
Upgrade to Pivi Pro1* and you’ll enjoy fast start-up and even
greater connectivity. With the Remote App* as standard, your XF is
always in the palm of your hand. Preset your navigation, confirm your
vehicle’s location, check fuel levels and set the interior temperature
– all before you’ve opened the car door. Along the way, intelligent
re‑routing can find you the best path to take, as well as updating
parking availability, fuel price comparisons, café locations and
traffic hotspots. Intelligent and intuitive, it also learns your regular
and favorite routes, so that Smart Voice Guidance can make sure
your song won’t be interrupted with unnecessary instructions.
A 12.3" Interactive Driver’s Display1 is available, as is a Head-up
Display2, which projects key information onto the windshield
in your line of sight, so you can focus on the road ahead**.
1Model dependent. 2Optional feature, model dependent.
*Do not use Jaguar InControl® or Pivi Pro features under conditions that will affect your safety or safety of others.
Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control. Jaguar InControl has a number of purchasing options
that are available. As we systematically roll out the Jaguar InControl suite of products, specific features, options and
its availability remain market dependent. Certain Pivi Pro features use an embedded SIM card, may require a data
plan with separate terms and conditions, and an additional subscription after an initial term. Mobile connectivity
cannot be guaranteed in all locations. The Jaguar InControl Apps™ and Jaguar Remote™ smartphone apps will work
with Android™ devices from version 4.1 and Apple® devices from iOS V7.0 and must be downloaded from the Apple
App Store or Google Play Store. Please see your local authorized Jaguar Retailer for more details.
**Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control. Do not operate, adjust or view the navigation or
multimedia systems under conditions that will affect your safety or the safety of others. Only use mobile phones,
and other devices, even with voice commands, when it is safe to do so.
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E N TE RTAINM ENT FO R ALL
We know how important it is for you to stay connected. With Pivi Pro’s
Online Pack1, you can enjoy your favorite music streamed from
multiple services, including Spotify, TuneIn and Deezer, right through
the XF speakers. As passengers, you can all take full advantage of the
optional Wi‑Fi Enabled with Data Plan2 3, streaming entertainment with
up to 20GB of data per month. Whether that’s browsing your socials,
playing online games, or immersing yourselves in a movie.

1Model dependent. Fair use policy may apply. Standard 1 year subscription, which can be extended after the
initial term advised by your local authorized Jaguar Retailer. 2Model dependent. Fair use policy applies. After
20GB of data is used within a month, data speeds and functionality on vehicle may reduce for the rest of the
month. For details of the Fair Usage Policy associated with this feature, please refer to the InControl Pivi Pro
Terms at jaguar.com/pivi-pro-terms 3Playback time is dependent on streaming provider and the definition
of the video content. HD video will significantly increase data usage.
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HOW D O ES MU SIC MAK E YOU FE E L?
Music has the power to change your mood, evoke memories and affect your wellbeing.
It can give you tingles or make you cry. It’s why music and driving go so well together.
Sitting behind the wheel, listening to your favorite artist, band or composer.
It’s your space. Your world. But what if you could do more than simply listen to the music?
What if you could feel it, experience it, immerse yourself in it? What if you could make
more of a connection with the music and enjoy a greater sense of acoustic involvement
in your Jaguar?

British-based Meridian™ Audio are all about the musical experience – the very sense of
being there. Their award-winning, precision-engineered audio systems are built on a lifetime
of research into psychoacoustics (the science of how the human brain perceives sound)
to deliver a performance that is so true to life, you feel every beat, every breath.

Meridian is a registered trademark of Meridian Audio Ltd. Trifield and the three fields device is a trademark of Trifield Productions Ltd.
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F E E L THE MU SIC WIT H M E R ID IAN™

EXPLORE MERIDIAN

Meridian’s approach to in-vehicle audio is all about managing
the sound stage; intensifying the levels of depth, clarity and
realism of the music, by using a combination of advanced
acoustic technology and strategically positioned speakers.
Wherever you sit in the vehicle, you’ll get the same concertquality sound. Each strike of the piano, every guitar pick,
horn blast, chorus and melody reveals itself with precision
and texture, just as the artist intended. It’s intimate, dramatic
and atmospheric – whether you’re enjoying the twists and
turns of an open road or stuck in rush-hour traffic.

1. MERIDIAN SOUND SYSTEM

12 SPEAKERS 1 SUBWOOFER 400W AMPLIFIER POWER

Brings detail and clarity to everyone
in the vehicle with strategically arranged
speakers and a dual-channel subwoofer
to deliver a full, sophisticated sound.

2. MERIDIAN SURROUND SOUND SYSTEM

Visuals aim to represent the perceived placement of the musicians based on an occupant
seated on the right side of the vehicle.
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Enjoy an engaging, authentic concert
hall experience as you’re enveloped in
the fullness and clarity of side, front and
rear speakers seamlessly integrated using
Trifield™ technology.
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I TS STO R AG E SPACE IS JU ST AS E XCE P T ION A L
With a healthy amount of luggage space, XF Sedan is the perfect accompaniment
to a quick weekend getaway. In the cabin, there are plenty of clever little spaces to store
smaller things, such as tablets and water bottles. And for your phone there’s wireless
charging and technology that boosts your signal*.

*Compatible smartphones only.
VEHICLE SHOWN: XF SEDAN WITH RUBBER CARGO SPACE MAT. JAGUAR LUGGAGE AVAILABLE TO BUY AT SHOP.JAGUARUSA.COM
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A N O PTI ONAL EXTR A YOU CAN W E AR
The optional Activity Key* is a great convenience feature. It’s a waterproof
and shockproof wristband you can use to lock, unlock and start your XF.
So whether you are at the beach, in the mountains, enjoying sports or
socializing with friends, simply leave your usual key fob in your locked XF
and get on with what you’re doing. It also doubles as a watch, and if you
prefer you can add your own wrist strap.
*Model dependent. Requires fitment of additional features. Activity Key can be charged in approximately two hours,
providing up to ten days of battery life.
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NOW, YO U’ VE G OT
EYES I N TH E B ACK
O F YO UR H EAD.
If the view out the rear of your XF Sedan
is obscured, ClearSight interior rear
view mirror*1 is the perfect solution.
Simply switch it on and stream live video
from a camera that sits within the antenna
pod straight to your rear view mirror.

1Optional feature, model dependent.
*Customers who wear varifocal or bifocal lenses may have
issues adjusting to the mirror’s digital mode. The normal
mirror mode, however, can be used at any time. This feature
is not a substitute for safe and attentive driving, and driver
should not assume that it will correct errors of judgment
in driving. Consult the owner’s manual for more details.
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D R I V E R ASS I STANCE
AS STA N DARD
Going from here to there should be as easy as it sounds,
which is why XF includes a number of Driver Assistance
features* as standard. This includes Cruise Control,
Emergency Braking**, Blind Spot Assist, Driver
Condition Monitor and Lane Keep Assist, as well as
3D Surround Camera, and Front and Rear Parking Aid.
All of which can add greatly to your enjoyment of the car.

*These systems are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and
attention and will not function under all circumstances, speeds, weather and road
conditions, etc. Driver should not assume that these features will correct errors
of judgment in driving. Please consult the owner’s manual or your local authorized
Jaguar Retailer for more details. **Please note that if any action is taken, even
minimal steering, the Emergency Braking system will assume the driver resumed
control of the vehicle and the system will automatically disengage.
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3D S U R RO UND CAMERA
Fitted as standard, 3D Surround Camera helps you
see more. New 3D exterior perspectives alongside
a 360° overhead view of your vehicle help you
maneuver with confidence.
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B L I N D S POT ASS I ST PACK*
To take the stress out of, say, highway driving, our
Blind Spot Assist Pack1 includes Blind Spot Assist
and Rear Traffic Monitor for added assistance when
changing lanes, and Clear Exit Monitor to help
passengers as they exit the vehicle.

A DA P T I V E CRUI S E CO NTRO L* 2
Adaptive Cruise Control helps make highway
driving and heavy traffic situations even easier and
more comfortable. It achieves this by gently assisting
with acceleration and braking to maintain a set
distance from vehicles ahead.
1Blind Spot Assist is designed to mitigate the potential for a collision. If your vehicle
detects another car in your blind spot when you begin to change lanes, additional
steering correction encourages you to guide your vehicle away if a potential
collision is detected. 2Optional feature, model dependent.
*These systems are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and
attention and will not function under all circumstances, speeds, weather and road
conditions, etc. Driver should not assume that these features will correct errors
of judgment in driving. Please consult the owner’s manual or your local authorized
Jaguar Retailer for more details.
FEATURE SHOWN: ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL
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E V ERYO NE CAN SEE T H E Y ’ R E S M AR T.
E V EN O NCOM ING TR AFFIC.
Premium LED headlights with signature DRL are fitted as standard, with the option
to choose Auto High Beam Assist technology1. The headlights produce a color of light
that is close to daylight, helping your eyes distinguish objects more easily*.
1Model dependent.
*These systems are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and attention and will not function under all circumstances,
speeds, weather and road conditions, etc. Driver should not assume that these features will correct errors of judgment in driving.
Please consult the owner’s manual or your local authorized Jaguar Retailer for more details.
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INNE R ST R E N GT H B R I N G S B E TTE R R E S U LTS

XF is formed from aluminum* that is lightweight but exceptionally strong.

*Up to 75 percent aluminum content based on volume for body structure excluding doors, hood and tailgate.
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MAKE AN
EXECUTIVE
DECISION
XF
The monogram-patterned grille mesh is tipped
with Noble Chrome foil, emphasising the distinctive
blend of elegance and performance. The XF has
smooth, layered surfacing that draws attention to
the edges of the car, following its wider front profile
with large, sporty air intakes. The design is further
enhanced by the low-profile headlights’ double
‘J’ blades. Poise, power and elegance. Realized.
EXPLORE THIS MODEL
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X F R - DY NAMI C
How about something with a little more dynamism?
R-Dynamic does exactly as its name suggests, building
on the XF character with additional features such
as Shadow Atlas grille tips enhancing the exterior.
While sport seats, contrast stitching and a branded
leather steering wheel add even more individuality
to the interior.
EXPLORE THIS MODEL
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CREATE YOUR OWN
BUILD YOUR OWN
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XF ACCESSORIES
Jaguar Accessories can be purchased through your local authorized Jaguar Retailer
and added at any stage of the vehicle’s life – not just when it’s new. Jaguar approved
accessories are designed, tested and manufactured to the same exacting standards as
the original equipment fitted to your vehicle. For more information and to see the full list
of accessories please visit accessories.jaguarusa.com. You can also include accessories
when you configure your XF at jaguarusa.com

EXPLORE ACCESSORIES
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TH E JAG UA R CO L L E C T I O N
Our exclusive range of luxury clothing, accessories and gifts are inspired by our vehicles
and their design.
Premium Golf Umbrella – Wind tunnel tested to 78 mph, this Premium Golf Umbrella in
Black features a subtle Jaguar wordmark to the canopy. Comes with a branded cover.
Leather Weekend Bag – Get set for the weekend with this full-grain leather holdall.
Features detachable shoulder strap, microfibre lining, small zip compartment, branded
pulls and clasps. Includes feature stitching and debossed leaper logo to the front.
Jaguar Business Hard Case – A high-performance hard case for wherever work takes you.
Features repeat grille pattern to front shell, TSA-approved lock, growler logo inside and
out and heavy duty extendable handle. Multiple compartments for effortless organisation.
Contemporary Driver’s Jacket – The ultimate driving companion. A sleek and stylish jacket
with ribbed collar, internal pockets and Jaguar monogram print lining. Finished with red
trim to the zip, and poppers branded with the Jaguar leaper. Water resistant with Durable
Water Repellent (DWR®) coating.
Leaper Keyring – Keyring with 3D leaper branded ring slider.
Stainless Steel Travel Flask – Inspired by Jaguar interiors, this smart travel flask features
a start/stop ignition button to the lid, with an easy-grip finish.
EXPLORE THE COLLECTION
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Follow us on:

THE WORLD OF JAGUAR
Your Jaguar drives with an instinct for performance, refined through decades of innovative design and engineering.
Power and agility are combined with elegance and grace to deliver a vehicle like no other, a showcase taken even further
by Special Vehicle Operations. As a celebration of Jaguar, we’ve also created a range of experiences and the Jaguar Lifestyle
Collection. Added to which, we’ve even returned to the track with Jaguar Racing. Delve into our world of fearless creativity.

BOOK AN EXPERIENCE
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THE JAGUAR COLLECTION
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JAGUAR RACING
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AT YOUR SERVICE
As well as providing a range of exclusive services and lifestyle products,
the World of Jaguar makes owning and driving carefree and easy.
CUSTOMER SERVICE

ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

FINANCIAL SERVICES

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Jaguar Land Rover Limited is constantly seeking ways to improve the specification, design and production
of its vehicles, parts and accessories and alterations take place continually. While every effort is made
to produce up-to-date literature, this brochure should not be regarded as an infallible guide to current
specifications or availability, nor does it constitute an offer for the sale of any particular vehicle, part
or accessory. Distributors and Retailers are not agents of Jaguar Land Rover Limited by any express
or implied undertaking or representation.
COLORS
Image colors reproduced here are provided for illustrative purposes only. Colors are reproduced on-screen
and may therefore vary compared to the actual finish. The company reserves the right to alter or withdraw
any color finish without notice. Some of these colors may not be obtainable in your country. Please check
availability of colors and current specifications with your Jaguar Retailer. Distributors and Retailers are not
agents of Jaguar Land Rover Limited and have absolutely no authority to bind Jaguar Land Rover Limited
to any express or implied undertaking or representation.

FLEET & BUSINESS

Castrol EDGE Professional recommended by Jaguar.
The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc.
and any use of such marks by Jaguar Land Rover Limited is under license.
The navigation system must always be used in conditions that will not affect
the driver’s ability to drive safely or affect the safety of other road users.
Jaguar Land Rover North America, LLC
100 Jaguar Land Rover Way
Mahwah, NJ 07495-1100
jaguarusa.com
© 2020 Jaguar Land Rover North America, LLC

ENVIRONMENTAL INNOVATION AT JAGUAR
Jaguar is committed to reducing dependency on fossil fuels, using fewer natural resources and
creating less waste as part of our approach to responsible and sustainable business development.
Search ‘Jaguar Environmental Innovation’ for more details.
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XF SEDAN
TE C H N I C A L S P E C I F I C AT I O N
2 02 0

XF SE DA N – TECHNICAL S P E C IFICAT ION

POWERTRAIN
Transmission
Driveline: All Wheel Drive (AWD) or Rear Wheel Drive (RWD)
Maximum power (HP)
Maximum torque (lb-ft)
Capacity (cc)
No. of cylinders/Valves per cylinder
Cylinder layout
Bore/stroke (inches)
Compression ratio (:1)
PERFORMANCE*
Acceleration (secs) 0-60mph
Maximum speed mph
BRAKES
Front type
Front diameter (mm)
Rear type
Rear diameter (mm)
Park Brake

*Always follow local speed limits.

P250
Automatic
RWD
246 / 5,500
269 / 1,300 – 4,500
1,997
4/4
Inline
3.2 / 3.6
10.5

P300
Automatic
AWD
296 / 5,500
295 / 1,500 – 4,500
1,997
4/4
Inline
3.2 / 3.6
9.5

6.5
155

5.8
155
Single Piston Sliding Caliper, Vented Disc

350. 19" std

350
Single Piston Sliding Caliper, Vented Disc

325

325
iEPB, motor on caliper

XF SE DA N – TECHNICAL S P E C IFICAT ION

WEIGHTS (lbs)*
Curb Weight
Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW)

P250
3,655
5,045

P300
3,845
5,220

ROOF CARRYING (lbs)
Maximum roof load (including cross bars)

165 lbs

165 lbs

19.5
■

19.5
■

25
33
28

22
30
25

FUEL ECONOMY
Fuel tank capacity – US gallons
Diesel/Gasoline Particulate Filter (DPF/GPF)
City (mpg)
Highway (mpg)
Combined (mpg)

■ Standard.
*Weights reflect vehicles to standard specifications. Optional extras increase weight.

XF SE DA N – DIMENSI ONS

Vehicle Height – 57.32 inches
Headroom
Maximum front headroom 37.52 inches
Rear headroom 38.19 inches
Legroom
Maximum front legroom 41.50 inches
Maximum rear legroom 37.68 inches
Cargo space Capacity
Height 27.05 inches, Width 47.36 inches
Cargo space width between arches 31.14 inches
Trunk volume 10.1 cu.ft

63.06 inches

Turning Circle
Curb-to-curb 38.22 ft
Wall-to-wall 39.37ft
Turns lock-to-lock 2.6

63.19 inches

116.54 inches
195.35 inches

Dimensions were measured with vehicle at unladen weight.

